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Excessive government discretion, bribery and abuse of power for private benefit are
widespread phenomena in developing countries. Corruption has overwhelming effects on the
political, economic and social fabric of countries, often leaving ordinary citizens victimized
and helpless. Corrupt practices not only line the pockets of abusive government officials,
but, in some circumstance, can result in death and suffering for many citizens or deprivation
of critical public services. Even what seem to be insignificant bribes or turning a blind eye to regulatory evasion can
have significant consequences for many in society.
To combat corruption in developing countries, policy makers must understand the problem and devise a meaningful
strategy that attacks its underlying causes and not just deals with its symptoms. Detecting Corruption merges
scholarship on corruption assessments with practical techniques on ways practitioners and policy makers can
implement anticorruption assistance. Spector argues that assessments need to adopt a comprehensive “whole of
government” approach that examines all key sectors where there are corruption vulnerabilities. Strong
accountability/control measures need to be designed and implemented across all sectors into a multidimensional
strategy/program.
This book presents several specific tools for corruption assessment that have been researched and pilot tested, along
with detailed case studies on Ukraine, Honduras, Senegal and Timor Leste that demonstrate the effectiveness of
these comprehensive approaches to detecting corruption.

Book Review (as it appeared in "Book News" (April 2012):
This practical volume on public corruption examines methodologies for the detection and correction of
malfeasance among public officials and explores, through detailed case studies, the success of recent anticorruption programs in several developing countries. The work covers thematic topics such as effects of
corruption, damage assessments, and developing an integrated diagnostic approach to corruption detection, and
provides specific information on anti-corruption efforts in the Ukraine, Senegal, Honduras, and Timor Leste. A
collection of anti-corruption resources and checklist for corruption assessment is included. Spector is the Senior
Technical Director at Management Systems International, an international development consulting firm, and
president of the Center for Negotiation Analysis, a conflict resolution research organization. Kumarian Press is an
imprint of Stylus Publishing.

